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Criminal coercive disposition is not merely a procedural act in criminal 
procedural law. In essence, it is the interference act against the fundamental rights 
of the suspect or the defendant. On the one hand, criminal coercive disposition is 
the powerful weapon to investigate crime; On the other hand, once it is operated 
improperly, it will probably be applied beyond the reasonable range, which will 
jeopardize the innocent and encroach the human rights. Therefore, criminal coercive 
disposition is a two-edged sword in some sense, and it should be brought into the 
track based on the rule of law in order to prevent its abuse. Focusing on the 
restriction of power and the protection of rights ,this thesis uses the way of 
comparative analysis and probes into the reasonable standard、the check and 
balance and the remedy concerning the criminal coercive disposition. 
Chapter 1 analyses the essential character of criminal coercive disposition 
which is the interference of fundamental rights from the angle of constitutionalism 
and point out that criminal coercive disposition should be restricted by the retention 
of law and proportional rule which are the constitutional principle. The retention of 
law and proportional rule, however, depend on the establishment of normal 
constitution. 
Chapter 2 from the angle of separation of power and check and balance, 
probes into the organ of criminal coercive disposition and the operation of criminal 
coercive disposition in Germany, France, Japan, U.K. and America. Combining 
with Chinese legislation on criminal coercive disposition, the author gives his 
comment. Finally, the author points out it’s necessary that judge participate into the 
investigation procedure and decide the start-up on important criminal coercive 
disposition. 
Chapter 3 from the angle of the remedy and protection of rights, point out that 
it is necessary to establish the mechanism of procedural remedy, procedural 
judgment and procedural punishment. 
Chapter 4 probes into the perfection of the criminal coercive disposition in 














criminal coercive disposition based on the body disposition, the things disposition 
and the privacy disposition; On the other hand, the restriction of power and the 
protection of rights should be introduced into each concrete criminal coercive 
disposition in order to realize procedural rule of law.  
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第一节  刑事强制处分的内涵与定位 
  一、刑事强制处分的内涵 
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生命、身体、自由（《基本法》第 2 条），言论、出版自由（《基本法》第 5 条），
露天集会（《基本法》第 8 条）、通信秘密（《基本法》第 10 条）等等。这种允
许普通法律规范对宪法基本权利进行限制的做法构成了基本权利的相对保障
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